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1. AIM 
 
The aim of this report is to state the surveyor’s findings in relation to the condition of Mr XXXXXX’s 
Corvette 320. 
 
2. SUMMARY 
 
The Corvette 320’s exterior and machinery are in good condition for her age.  The interior is 
currently undergoing a refit which will help the vessel’s value.  The loose trim tab mount requires 
attention to maintain the watertight integrity of the hull.  Some additional jubilee clips are required 
on hull fittings on or near the waterline to assure watertight integrity.  New extinguishers should be 
installed along with a smoke alarm to ensure fire safety.  The LPG cylinders should be secured, the 
hose/pipework issues addressed, the system reconnected and tested and a carbon monoxide 
alarm fitted to ensure gas safety.  The securing arrangements for the bilge pump, water pump and 
inverter need to be addressed.  All defects found are relatively cheap and easy to rectify which, 
once actioned, will make this Corvette 320 an extremely safe, sound vessel for the owner and crew 
to sail in. 

 
3. THE SURVEYOR 
 
Mark has been a professional Marine Engineer Officer since joining the Navy in 2003.  He is a 
qualified Head of Department, Machinery Control Room Supervisor and Docking Officer.  He has 
been a member of the Institute of Marine Engineering, Science and Technology (IMarEST) since 
2004 and is registered with them as a Chartered Engineer (IMarEST No 613407).  In 2007 he 
signed up to a Diploma in Small Craft Surveying with Lloyds Maritime Academy obtaining a Merit 
one year later (Diploma Reg No SmCrSur 0708-033).  Mark has experience of sail and power 
leisure vessels up to 50 feet in all weather conditions and currently owns a 35 foot GRP cruiser.  A 
full CV is available on request. 
 
4. INTRODUCTION 
 
Date and Location of Survey.  The vessel was surveyed ashore in Ballyconnell, Co Cavan on 
Saturday 3 Jun 17. 
 
Purpose of the Survey.  The owner requested a condition survey to satisfy the requirements of 
his marine insurance. 
 
Limitations.  The limitations were: 
 

• The vessel was sitting on drums and blocks which prevented access to a few areas of 
the hull. 

• The vessel’s interior flooring, cabinetry and general fit-out prevented access to some 
areas of the hull and superstructure. 

• The vessel is undergoing renovation with some equipment missing and some systems 
disconnected. 

 
5. THE VESSEL 
 
Corvette 320 Specification.  The Corvette 320 is a GRP semi-displacement cruiser.  It is believed 
to have been commissioned in 1986 which matches the final year of production of the TAMD40B 
engines; it would have been built by Corvette Cruisers of Nottingham.  The vessel has a two berth 
cabin forward with heads, a midships saloon and galley, an aft cabin with heads and a flybridge.  It 
is fitted with twin diesel engines on shafts.  The following table lists the vessel’s specifications: 
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Length Overall 32’0” Hull Length 30’6” 

Beam 12’10”   

Hull Draught 3’1” Max Draught (keel) 3’1” 

Hull ID No N/A Registration No (Erne) 7050 

 
Engine & Drive Specification.  The Corvette is fitted with twin Volvo-Penta turbo diesel engines 
driving through gearboxes to shafts. 
 

Engine Type: Volvo-Penta TAMD40B 165hp 

Serial No: 45392 Port, 45422 Stbd 

Drive Type: Gearbox to shaft drive 

 
6. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS 
 
As a leisure vessel under 13.7m operating inshore, the Corvette is exempt from any statutory 
regulations regarding construction.  The vessel has been assessed by the surveyor using his 
judgement with due consideration being given to Boat Safety Scheme (BSS) guidance and 
Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA) commercial vessel regulations. 
 
7. HULL - EXTERNAL 
 
The hull is of GRP construction and is semi-displacement in form.  There is a 2/3 length keel.  The 
topsides are in their original gelcoat finish. 
 
There are some areas along the keel where the gelcoat has been chipped away exposing the GRP 
underneath. 
 

 
 
These should be repaired to prevent local softening:  Remove all paint/anti-fouling in the area of 
repair.  Grind/sand the area lightly back to sound material, clean with acetone and apply 
epoxy/polyester resin with fibreglass patches as required to maintain hull thickness.  A further layer 
of resin or gelcoat1 should be applied before priming and anti-fouling 
 
There are various hairline cracks in the gelcoat notably on the port bow, along the starboard side, 
on the stern quarters, around the davit mounts and around the top mountings for the rams.  The 
davits have been removed and the holes filled. 
 

 
1 Note that gelcoat does not bond well to epoxy resin. 
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The GRP underneath is sound so this is purely cosmetic damage. 
 
There are various scrapes in the gelcoat along the topsides and some areas where the scrapes 
have been filled.  The louvres at the bows have been damaged but these are not integral to the hull 
so need not be repaired. 
 

 
 
Again, the above is purely cosmetic damage. 
 
Some minor cosmetic damage was observed on the wood trims around the topsides and bathing 
platform. 
 
8. HULL - INTERNAL 
 
Access to the internal hull was limited by flooring and cabinetry in some areas.  The bilges were 
generally in good condition and dry. 

 
9. HULL FITTINGS 
 
The sealant around the port A-bracket has peeled and the sealant around the seacocks and 
speedo wheel is just starting to peel at the edges.   
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The sealant around the A-bracket needs to be replaced to prevent local softening of the GRP.  The 
sealant around the seacocks should be monitored by inspecting at each annual lift-out; if the 
sealant continues to peel back the fittings should be removed and refitted with fresh adhesive 
sealant. 
 
Trim tabs are fitted to the transom.  The starboard trim tab’s ram is bent.  The port trim tab is loose 
where it mounts to the transom. 
 

 
 
There is the potential for water ingress through the hull due to the loose mounting of the port ram.  
The top mounting should be removed from the hull, cleaned and re-secured with adhesive sealant 
ensuring that the screws/bolts can be properly tightened. 
 
All hoses connected to fittings/seacocks under the waterline or within 300mm of it should have 2 
stainless steel jubilee clips securing them at each end. 
 
In the forward heads, the sink drain and both ends of the sea water inlet and sewage outlet hoses 
have only one clip.  A second should be fitted to each where possible. 
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In the aft heads the sea water inlet hose has only one clip at the toilet end, a second should be 
fitted.  The remaining hoses all have 2 clips.  The aft sink, taps and hoses have been removed. 
 
The sea water inlet seacocks for the engines were stiff to operate.  These should be worked to 
ensure they can be easily closed.  The starboard hose at the seacock end has 2 jubilee clips, the 
remaining hose ends have only one so a second should be fitted if possible.  All seacocks should 
be closed before leaving the vessel unattended for periods.   
 

 
 
A 25lb CQR anchor is located in the anchor chain locker but was not connected to the chain.  
Some chain links are starting to rust; any that have lost more than 10% of their diameter should be 
replaced.  The connection from the anchor warp to the vessel’s hull was not visible.  The owner 
should ensure the warp is secured to the hull when pulling the chain out for inspection. 
 
There are 2 holes on the bathing platform, possibly where a boarding ladder was fitted.  This may 
have been removed for repairs.  Either refit the ladder or seal the holes. 
 
10. DECK AND DECK FITTINGS 
 
Guard wires/rails should be capable of supporting the weight of a crew member. 
 
All guardrails and guardwires were in good condition.  A guardwire is missing from the pulpit; this 
should be replaced. 
 
Fuel filling points are located on the P&S sides.  The water filling point is located on the starboard 
side towards the stern but the fitting and hose were not present. 
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11. SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
The superstructure is of GRP construction. 
 
One window was missing at the time of inspection.  The wooden interior of the vessel was 
undergoing some repairs and modifications at the time of survey. 
 
12. PROPULSION MACHINERY 
 
The vessel is fitted with twin Volvo-Penta TAMD40B turbo diesel engines driving through 
gearboxes and shafts to 3-bladed props.  The propulsion machinery is in good general condition. 
 
There are signs of minor oil and water weeps; the engines should be routinely cleaned and 
checked to enable leak detection.  There would appear to be a reasonable weep from the gasket 
where the cooling pipe attaches to the exhaust of the starboard engine (red arrow) causing rust on 
the elbow beneath.  This should be checked when running and replaced if necessary. 
 

 
 
The jubilee clips where the flexible exhaust hoses connect to the transom are ferrous; one of the 
starboard clips (red arrow) is rusting and needs to be replaced. 
 

 
 

The stern glands are accessed under the aft cabin floor.  There is some oxidisation but no 
evidence of significant leaks.  The drip rate should be checked routinely and controlled by adjusting 
the nuts.   
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The earth wire has become detached from the starboard stern gland so should be reconnected to 
ensure the integrity of the cathodic protection system. 
 
13. STEERING SYSTEM 
 
The steering system is hydraulic with a single ram connected to the rudder tiller bar.  The system 
was secure with no signs of leaks. 
 
There are signs of water seepage from the port rudder gland (red arrow).  The port gland greaser 
is difficult to reach while the starboard is easily reached; this may explain the seepage marks on 
port while none are present on starboard.  The grease should be kept topped up and the screw 
routinely tightened to reduce water ingress. 
 

 
 
The rudders are of steel construction, in good condition and the bearings have minimal play. 
 
14. FUEL SYSTEM 
 
There are 4 fuel tanks in the engine compartment which are interconnected and cross connected 
by steel pipework with shut-off cocks (on the cross connection only).  The fuel filling and vent lines 
are correctly installed.  The tanks are in good condition. 
 
15. PUMPING AND FLOODING 
 
A vessel of this length should have a pumping capacity of at least 225 gallons per hour (GPH).  
Vessels should have a means of removing water from each watertight compartment. 
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This vessel has a Rule 750GPH electric pump fitted under the forward end of the saloon, a Whale 
manual pump in the engine compartment and a further electric pump in the engine compartment 
(name and capacity could not be read).  This exceeds the required pumping capacity. 
 
Both electric pumps had only one jubilee clip at each end of the hose, a second should be fitted if 
possible.  The discharge hose from the manual pump was disconnected.  The engine compartment 
electric pump is not secured to the hull. 
 
The operation of each pump should be checked by the owner (e.g. by pouring fresh water in to the 
bilges) noting that oily water must not be pumped overboard. 
 
16. FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND ESCAPE 
 
Vessels between 23’ (7m) and 36’ (11m) should have a minimum of 2 portable fire extinguishers 
with a combined rating of at least 13A/89B and at least one in each compartment with sleeping 
berths.  No extinguisher should be rated less than 5A/34B.  The engine compartment must either 
have suitably sized automatic fire extinguishers fixed in place, or, suitably sized portable 
extinguishers (type B rated) stowed nearby in a location appropriate to its dual use as both an 
engine and accommodation extinguisher.  Extinguishers must clearly display either the date of the 
last inspection or the date by which the next inspection is due.  Each compartment with sleeping 
berths should ideally have more than one escape route. 

 
Accommodation Extinguishers.  There were 3x 1kg Dry Powder 5A 34B portable extinguishers 
present, 2 of which were sitting loose.  Neither the date of manufacture nor expiry was displayed.  
As such, these must be presumed to have expired.  It would be best to purchase 3 new 
extinguishers to meet the ratings stated above securing one in each of the forward, aft and central 
cabins. 
 
Engine Compartment Extinguishers.  There were 2x 2kg Dry Powder 13A 55B fixed automatic 
extinguishers located outboard of each engine.  Neither the date of manufacture nor expiry was 
observed (the extinguishers were cable tied in place preventing removal to fully check).  As such, 
these must be presumed to have expired. 
 

 
 
The orientation of these extinguishers is not ideal as the disc of powder will be in the vertical plane 
(shown above).  Further, the one fitted outboard of the starboard engine is on the opposite side of 
the engine from the fuel system. 
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It would be best to either locate new Dry Powder extinguishers in a position that will discharge the 
disc of powder in the horizontal plane (example shown above) to provide better coverage of the 
bilges and the area under the engine fuel system, or, fit new Gaseous extinguishers using the 
guidance in the paragraph below: 

 
Engine compartment fire extinguishers:  The correct rating and type of extinguisher 
should be established by measuring the volume of the engine compartment then 
contacting a marine fire extinguisher specialist.  They will want to know the volume of the 
space, number of engines and the type of fuel.  They will then advise on the correct 
extinguisher type and rating.  This will likely be 2 large automatic gaseous extinguishers, or 2 
large automatic dry powder extinguishers.  If fitting automatic dry powder extinguishers, care 
must be taken to position it such that it will discharge towards where a fire is most likely to 
occur i.e. where oil/fuel is likely to collect in the event of a leak. 
 

New fire extinguishers should be certified by an accredited 3rd party (British Standards, Loss 
Prevention Board, Marine Equipment Directive, British Approvals for Fire Extinguishers etc).  If in 
doubt see www.boatsafetyscheme.org 

 
A fire blanket was present near the galley which needs to be mounted in a suitable location.  No 
smoke alarms were visible so at least one should be fitted. 

 
Escape.  Two means of escape are provided from each of the 3 cabins. 
 
17. HEATING, COOKING, GALLEY & LPG 
 
LPG cylinders should be stored upright and secured such that movement of the cylinder cannot 
damage or strain LPG fittings i.e. regulators, flexi hoses or pipework. 

 
The LPG cylinder locker has securing points but there are no straps/ties present to prevent 
movement of the cylinders.  A means of fixing the cylinder to the vessel to prevent movement must 
be established e.g. a strap around the waist of the cylinder. 
 
The compression joint where the flexible hose meets the rigid pipe (red arrow below) is at an angle 
and may leak.  This can be proven by conducting a system test. 
 
The jubilee clip securing the flexi hose to the on-cylinder regulator is rusting (yellow arrow below).  
This should be replaced with a suitable clip or crimped fitting.  
 

http://www.boatsafetyscheme.org/
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A new LPG cooker (oven and hobs) appears to have been fitted in the galley. 
 

 
 
An AMOS detector was located in the engine compartment (see above) but was not secured.  This 
may be a LPG detector.  It should be secured in place and the operation checked.  An LPG 
detector is not mandatory so it could be removed. 
 
An LPG boiler was located in the aft cabin heads.  The cover had been removed and pipework was 
disconnected. 
 
Due to the kinked compression fitting, rusted jubilee clip, connection of a new cooker and 
disconnection of the LPG boiler it is recommended that the system be tested for leaks by a 
competent person before use. 
 
Carbon monoxide (CO) detectors should be fitted in each area with a fuel burning appliance.  As 
such, CO detectors should be fitted in the aft cabin and main saloon. 
 
A diesel air heater is located on the starboard side behind a panel under the deck to wheelhouse 
steps.  The heater unit was not present at the time of survey. 
 
18. DC ELECTRICAL 
 
Batteries must be restrained to limit movement to a maximum of 1cm and terminals (or at least the 
positive terminal) must be protected to prevent dropped tools etc causing a short circuit. 
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3x Type 685L service batteries were located in a battery box at the forward end of the engine 
compartment; all correctly secured and covered.  2x Type 968 start batteries were located between 
the engines and correctly secured but the terminals are exposed; the positive terminals should be 
protected. 
 

 
 
A Lucas Marine battery charger with flying leads terminated with crocodile clips is located in the 
engine compartment.  Care must be taken to ensure that live crocodile clips are properly clamped 
to the battery terminals.  A permanent connection is recommended. 
 
The DC switches/fuses are located to port of the lower helm position.   
 
19. AC ELECTRICAL 
 
The consumer unit is located to port of the lower helm position. 
 
An inverter is located on the starboard side behind a panel under the deck to wheelhouse steps.  
This was loose and should be secured to the deck. 
 
20. CATHODIC PROTECTION 
 
Sacrificial anodes are fitted beside each A-bracket and on each shaft.  These were in reasonable 
condition but will need to be replaced in the near future.  Replacements should be magnesium for 
fresh water use. 
 

 
 
21. WATER SYSTEMS 
 
Water tanks are located on the port and starboard sides of the aft cabin and are cross connected.  
The water filling deck fitting and hose were not present. 
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The water pump (above left) was loose and should be secured to the deck.  The water overflow 
skin fitting (above right) is showing some rust. 
 
22. SUMMARY 
 
The Corvette 320’s exterior and machinery are in good condition for her age.  The interior is 
currently undergoing a refit which will help the vessel’s value.  The loose trim tab mount requires 
attention to maintain the watertight integrity of the hull.  Some additional jubilee clips are required 
on hull fittings on or near the waterline to assure watertight integrity.  New extinguishers should be 
installed along with a smoke alarm to ensure fire safety.  The LPG cylinders should be secured, the 
hose/pipework issues addressed, the system reconnected and tested and a carbon monoxide 
alarm fitted to ensure gas safety.  The securing arrangements for the bilge pump, water pump and 
inverter need to be addressed.  All defects found are relatively cheap and easy to rectify which, 
once actioned, will make this Corvette 320 an extremely safe, sound vessel for the owner and crew 
to sail in. 
 
23. VALUATION 
 
Once the issues listed are addressed and the vessel’s interior is restored, I would estimate the 
value of this vessel to be in the region of £50k to £60k based on the asking prices of similar 
vessels in good condition. 
 
Annex: 
 
A. Defect Summary and Recommendations. 
 
 
 
 

M J McCrea 
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 ANNEX A to 
 REPORT NO 02/17 
 Dated 5 Jun 17 
 
DEFECT SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Please note that there will be alternative methods, equipment and products to those recommended by the surveyor.  It is the end result that is 
important. 
 
Defect  
No. 

System Location Defect Recommendations 

1 Hull bottom Keel Exposed GRP Medium term (within the next year).  Remove all paint/anti-fouling in the 
area of repair.  Grind/sand the area lightly back to sound material, clean with 
acetone and apply epoxy/polyester resin with fibreglass patches as required to 
maintain hull thickness.  A further layer of resin or gelcoat should be applied 
before priming and anti-fouling. 

2 Hull fittings Hull bottom Sealant peeled from A-
bracket 

Short term (before launching).  Replace the adhesive sealant. 

3 Hull fittings Hull bottom Sealant starting to peel from 
seacocks & speedo fitting 

Monitor.  Inspect each lift out.  If the sealant continues to peel, remove the 
fitting and replace the adhesive sealant. 

4 Hull fittings Transom Stbd trim tab ram bent For noting only.  Owner may wish to rectify. 

5 Hull fittings Transom Port trim tab ram top mount 
loose 

Short term (before launching).  Remove the top mount, refit with fresh 
adhesive sealant and ensure that screws/bolts are properly tightened. 

6 Hull fittings Fwd & aft heads and 
engine compartment 

Only one jubilee clip on 
several hoses connecting to 
seacocks, bilge pumps and 
skin fittings under or near the 
waterline 

Short term (ASAP).  Fit a second jubilee clip if possible to all water inlet and 
outlet hoses at each end. 

7 Hull fittings Anchor locker Chain attachment to hull not 
visible 

Short term (before sailing).  Pay out anchor cable and ensure that it is fixed 
to the hull. 

8 Hull fittings Anchor locker Some rusted links on anchor 
chain 

Short term (ASAP).  Replace or remove any links which have lost more than 
10% of their diameter. 

9 Hull fittings Bathing platform Holes in bathing platform 
(possible missing ladder) 

Short term (ASAP).  Replace ladder or fill holes. 

10 Deck fittings Pulpit Guardwire missing Short term (before launching).  Replace guardwire. 

11 Propulsion 
machinery 

Transom Stbd exhaust hose rusting 
jubilee clip 
 

Short term (ASAP).  Replace jubilee clip. 

12 Propulsion 
machinery 

Aft cabin Earth wire to stbd stern gland 
not connected 

Short term (ASAP).  Reattach earth wire. 
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13 Steering system Aft cabin Signs of weeps from port 
rudder gland 

Monitor.  Ensure regular greasing routines. 

14 Pumping and 
flooding 

Engine compartment Manual bilge pump 
discharge hose not 
connected 

Short term (before launching).  Refit hose ensuring 2 jubilee clips at each 
end. 

15 Pumping and 
flooding 

Engine compartment Electric bilge pump not 
attached to hull 

Short term (before sailing).  Secure pump to hull. 

16 Fire 
extinguishing 

Accommodation Out of date extinguishers Short term (before sailing, sleeping or cooking on board).  Requires three 
in date & date marked extinguishers of combined rating of at least 13A 89B. 

17 Fire 
extinguishing 

Engine Out of date extinguishers Short term (before sailing).  Seek professional advice on appropriate marine 
fire extinguishers.  Fit either two gaseous or dry powder automatic 
extinguishers inside the engine compartment.  If dry powder, ensure they will 
discharge towards where a fire is most likely to occur i.e. where oil/fuel is likely 
to collect in the event of a leak. 

18 Fire 
extinguishing 

Accommodation Fire blanket present but not 
mounted 

Short term (before cooking on board).  Fit the fire blanket in a suitable 
location near the cooker. 

19 Fire 
extinguishing 

Accommodation No smoke alarm Short term (before sleeping on board).  Fit a smoke alarm (ideally a toast 
proof variant). 

20 LPG system LPG cylinder locker LPG cylinders not secured in 
locker 

Short term (before sailing).  Secure cylinder e.g. by fitting strap 

21 LPG system LPG cylinder locker Flexi hose to rigid pipe 
compression fitting skewed 

Short term (before using LPG system).  Test for leaks (see also defect 25). 

22 LPG system LPG cylinder locker Hose clip at regulator rusted Short term (before using LPG system).  Replace the hose clip. 

23 LPG system Engine compartment AMOS (gas?) detector not 
secured 

Short term (before sailing).  Secure detector. 

24 LPG system Aft cabin Boiler cover removed and 
pipework disconnected 

Short term (before using LPG system).  Refit pipes and cover. 

25 LPG system Entire system Due to changes/issues in the 
system, leaks are more likely 

Short term (before using LPG system).  Once all LPG connections are 
made, have the system tested by a competent person. 

26 LPG system Aft cabin, main saloon Fuel burning appliances, no 
CO detector 

Short term (ASAP).  Fit CO detectors in aft cabin and main saloon. 

27 DC electrical Engine compartment Engine start battery terminals 
not protected 

Short term (ASAP).  Fit covers to positive terminals. 

28 DC electrical Engine compartment Battery charger with flying 
leads & crocodile clips 

For noting only.  Due consideration should be given to a permanent 
connection. 

29 AC electrical Stbd side of saloon Inverter not secured Short term (before sailing).  Secure inverter. 

30 Water system Aft cabin Water pump not secured Short term (before sailing).  Secure water pump. 

 


